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VICTORIAN CONTROL LINE  

CONTEST CALENDAR 2018/19  
 
DATE   EVENT                            CLUB  
Aug 11   Carrier, 27 Goodyear.      CLAMF 
Sep 8   Combined Speed, Vintage Combat.  CLAMF 
Oct 5-7  NSW State Champs.  
    Racing and Speed       Albury 
Oct 20   Corflute Combat, F2B & Classic Stunt.  CLAMF 
Nov 10  Combined Speed, Warbird Stunt.   CLAMF 
Dec 8    Vintage A, Classic B, Classic FAI.   CLAMF 
 
2020 
Season Opener. 
Jan 2-5  2020 Grand Prix.  
    Events TBA       Twin Cities Cub, Albury  
 
Events will be flown in order of printing. Events in Bold type 
will be flown over hard surface. 
 
CLAMF  Frankston Flying Field, Old Wells Rd, Seaford (Melway 
97J10), GPS  -38.086777,145.148009 
10.00am start  
Contact :-  Secretary, H. Bailey (03) 5941 5978 
Email :-    clamf@ozemail.com.au 
Web site :-  http://clamf.aerosports.net.au/  
 
KMAC Stud Rd. Knoxfield 
(opposite Caribbean Gardens) (Melway 72 K9) 10.00am start 
Contact:   President:- Reeve Marsh 0405 001 008 or  
   Secretary:- Steve Vallve  04099 35358  
Email:-   knoxmacvic@gmail.com 
Web site :- https://sites.google.com/view/knox-model-aircraft-
club/home   
 
CLAG has monthly fly-ins at the Moe Race Track every first 
Sunday of the month. 
Contact :- Treasurer. Alan Frost  
Email:-         afrost2@skymesh.com.au 
Phone:-         03 52817350  

COMING 

EVENTS 

C.L.A.S. CONTEST CALENDAR 2019 

 

DATE  EVENT            CLUB  

Aug 4  AGM            KMFC 
Aug 11  Classic Stunt.                          SAT Ashford Reserve  
Aug 11  Peacemaker Day          KMFC   
Aug 23-25  Cowra Oily Hand Diesel Weekend    Cowra  
Sep 8    Combat. Slow and Vintage.      KMFC  
Sep 14-15 Rocky Rally Classic B T/R and Fun Flying.      
Sep 22  F2B Aerobatics            SSME Luddenham        
Sep 29  Gordon Burford Day         KMFC    
Oct 5-7   NSW STATE CHAMPIONSHIPS     
   RACING and SPEED  ***           Twin Cities Albury     
Oct 13  F2B Aerobatics              SAT Ashford Reserve 
Oct 20  Vintage/Classic Stunt Fun Fly      SAT Ashford Reserve 
Oct 27  Combined Speed, DGY and other Racing  
                SSME at Luddenham 
Nov 3   Classic Stunt      Doonside at Whalan Reserve  
Nov 10 DGY, Speed, Weatherman TR     KMFC 

Nov 24   KMFC Christmas Party and Fun Fly     KMFC. 

Dec 1  F2B Aerobatics.            Doonside. Whalan Reserve 
 
KMFC - (Ku-ring-gai Model Flying Club)  -  St. Ives Showground, 
  Mona Vale Rd, St. Ives.   
 
SAT-  (Sydney Aeromodelling Team) - "Duck Pond", Ashford  
  Road, Milperra.    
 
SSME - (Sydney Society of Model Engineers) - Model Park,  
  Luddenham Road, Luddenham.   
 
DOONSIDE- Baseball diamond, Whalan Reserve.   
 
*** = World Championships team qualifying round. 

The views and opinions expressed in ACLN do not necessarily 

reflect those of the Editor or Committees of Clubs or of the 

members of the Club represented in ACLN but are those of 

the respective authors.  

Any comments, queries or complaints with respect to any 

article in this publication should be addressed to the author 

of the article.  

The Editor and Committee of Clubs accept no responsibility 

or liability for any loss or damage incurred or suffered by 

anyone as a result of this publication or in reliance upon or 

as a result of acting upon anything contained in this publica-

tion.  

mailto:knoxmacvic@gmail.com
https://sites.google.com/view/knox-model-aircraft-club/home
https://sites.google.com/view/knox-model-aircraft-club/home


 

 

 

 

2019 Clasii Ipswich Calendar 

STATE CHAMPS 

10th- 11th August, All Combat, F2D, Open, Vintage,    

   35 Slow, 2.5 Slow. 

2nd – 3rd November F2A, F2C, F2F, Open Goodyear,    

   Classic Fai, Speed, 

Club Comps 

Sat 13th July,  21 Bendix, 2.5 Simple Rat 

Sat 14th December,  Xmas Break Up.  

       Vintage Combat,  

       2.5 Slow Combat 



2019 Annual Brimbank Falcons 

Vintage Combat day. 

It was a very damp flying field as well as a cool & blustery winter’s day in Melbourne which greeted five cheerful combat fliers for 

the 12th running of the annual Brimbank Falcons Vintage Control Line Combat event which had been cancelled the month before 

due to bad weather.  

Nothing was going to stop these guys from getting up the air to 

do some combat this time. 

The event was first run around 2007 at the now non none exist-

ent Brimbank club field over in the north west side of Mel-

bourne.  

For a couple of years prior to the Brimbank club folding, the 

event use to be held in conjunction with the Gippsland Club day 

at Knox. After the Brimbank CL Club folded, a few of its members 

joined KMAC based in Knox & since then, the event has been run 

as a traditional annual occasion in name of the former club. 

After the combat guys tested some models & tuned their en-

gines, by late morning, the event was off & running. The wind 

gusts had also started to settle & the sun was beginning to shine 

through the cloud cover which had been there through to the 

late morning. 

First up were Mark & Harry. Harry’s model had engine tune prob-

lems right from the start with the engine cutting on take-off nu-

merous times, where as Mark was off right at the start siren & stayed up in the air the full 4 minutes resulting in a comfortable win 

for Mark. 

Ken & Tony were next. Both models were off at the launch signal & both models were honking with Ken’s model having a slight 

speed advantage.  Within the first few seconds of the start combat signal given, Ken had made one of a combat fliers worst mis-

takes, he had taken all of Tony’s streamer & also glanced his model in the pass, putting Tony’s model in the deck. Soon Tony was 

back in the air & Ken, after trying to avoid Tony for around another half minute, the inevitable, mid air took place resulting in both 

competitors models losing their outboard wings. One cut all & Tony took back to the air trying to make up lost airtime. Ken didn’t 

want to risk restarting a rather muddy but near new K12/15 engine after it had tent pegged into the soft ground. 

Next up was Harry with another model & 
engine up against Murray. 
Harry was warmed up, his model’s engine 
was on song & his flying had by now, mark-
edly improved. 
Both competitors scored 2 cuts each with 
Murray having an airtime advantage. 
With both Tony & Harry out of lives & out 
of the event, Ken had one win & was rele-
gated to 3rd place in the competition. 
Mark & Murray were at 2 wins each & met 
each other in the final. 
Both Mark & Murray had flown very con-
sistently throughout the event & after a 
very cleanly flown final with one cut each, 
Mark avoided losing to a closely following 
Murray, staying on his tail in the last mi-
nute hoping to score the winning cut, to 
emerge the finals winner with around 16 
seconds more airtime. 
 

Ken Maier/”Anduril” Mark Ellis/”Anduril”  Murray Wilson/ “Chaos” 



Many thanks go out to those who helped stage the event, notably Robin Hiern, Ken Hunting & Reeve Marsh who helped out with CD 
ing, cut counting & time keeping. 
 
1st   Mark Ellins           Anduril MK I / Parra 15 SSC             W  W  W 
2nd  Murray Wilson     Orchrist / Parra T3 (Oliver Replica)    W  W  L 
3rd   Ken Maier             Anduril MK I / R250 & K12/.15               L   W  L 
=4th  Tony Caselli         Anduril MK I / R250                             L  L 
=4th  Harry Bailey         Stockport Warlord /Parra .15 SSC         L  L 
 

ALL AUSSIE DAY 2019 
Well the week leading up had some of the most sublime winter weather. However it didn't last and 
we had another bleak day for the contest. Thanks to all the folks who turned up to participate, 
some being rewarded with kits from Francis Grassham and R/C Gear and engines from Col Collyer. 
There were two events scheduled on the day 
 

1. The All Aussie, designers and constructors competition comprising of static and flying elements 

2. Brimbank Memorial Vintage Combat 

From the table you can see it was a lay down misere for Dave Nobes with his semi scale Tempest. 
Not only that but he received a 4th place for his Livewire III F2B own design. Ken Maier made second with his Glow Chief 29 pow-
ered HH Demon. Bringing up third place was Harry with his Galaxie B Team racer.  

Entry 5 

Entry 4 

Entry 7 

Entry 6 



It was also evident that none of the models flew due to strong winds. This was disappointing but not uncommon for events held at 

this time of year. To encourage lesser experienced pilots two patterns were offered and an algorithm created to normalise scores 

to give every one a chance of winning. Maybe next year we'll get into the air on the day.  

Entry 2 

Entry 1 

Entry 13 

Entry 12 

Entry 10 

Entry 3 



“Where have all the modellers gone”, no, not the popular folk song by Peter, Paul and Mary but the dirge heard from modellers 
when they gather and reflect upon how few they have active in their midst. Back in the 1950's they were everywhere, the kids you 
grew up with, went to school with, so many had an interest in planes to some degree. Was it just a passing phase with most of them, 
or was there perhaps another sinister reason for their demise?  
 
Many reasons have been advanced for this state of affairs, most of them valid, but I have a theory which night be included amongst 
the hundreds. This theory was born out of being there at the time, some first-hand experience and some direct observation all of 
which only became clear with that marvellous commodity, hindsight. Could this have been an insidious plot to limit the number of 
modellers due the noise they made at quiet weekends in the local park  
 
To set the scene, back in the 50’s when I became interested in aeromodelling, the Second World War had only concluded some 10 
years earlier and interest in planes naturally held an endless fascination for the teenager. The prop driven aircraft could be replicat-
ed by model engines available at the time as the jet age had not yet got a firm hold. The great time waster, television was in it’s  in-
fancy and Biggles was still widely read as were the endless paperbacks, telling of war exploits such as The Dam Busters, The Last Ene-
my and Reach For The Sky. Add to this the distinctive sound of a model being flown in the local park (no mufflers then) and it was on 
the bike as quick as possible with your mates to go and watch in awe, this was cutting—edge stuff.  
 
While some who had always had an interest in aeromodelling had started on simpler models such as rubber powereds’ and gliders 
thus gaining basic experience and knowledge, others entered at the control line stage. While I am not deploring this, in those days 
there was little help around and one sank or swan with little or no assistance with knowledge and then even that could be question-
able. To prove a point just ask John McIntyre how he holds a control handle. Many fathers helped and while their heart was in it 
they lacked any real knowhow. 
And so the scone is set. With cash saved up, received for Christmas or birthdays, the intrepid modeller to be, often with father in 
hand, would front that Aladdin's cave -- Hobbyco.  
 
Situated in its original site south of Town Hall in George street, a walk down stairs to the aeromodeller section was like being given 
the OK by St. Peter to enter Heaven. Fighting for a position at the counter, often three deep on a Saturday morning (When did you 
last see a hobby shop with a like that) you were eventually served.  
 
"I’d like to take up control line 
flying , where do you suggest 
start”?  
 
And so, at this moment the 
wheels are set in motion moving 
inexorably forward to impending 
doom. 
 
With a sleight of hand worthy of a 
magician the salesman would 
select a single box from the wall 
behind him a which looked as if 
was made of model kits. The lid 
would just as deftly removed and 
the plan unfurled tor your ap-
proval.  
"This is the Sabre Trainer, the 
ideal model for the Beginner” 
suggests the salesman with prac-
ticed nonchalance.  
"And we also recommend the 



Sabre 2 .5cc diesel engine, our top selling motor which you will also notice is shown on the plan.” 
 
In a state of euphoria our duo leaves Hobbyco complete with kit and engine plus all those necessary extras not even thought of at 
the outset which have eaten up all his hard earned cash and savings but, have also put a considerable dent in dad's wallet.  
"Gee dad! I’ll pay you back, who would have thought you wouldn’t get all those things in the kit? “  
Fast forward to an open area somewhere in suburbia. The engine is (probably turning a 7x6 prop), junior runs to the centre, picks 
up the handle, signals to dad or his helper.  
In an instant it is as if the dogs of war have broken loose, like a rabid mongrel from a cage the Sabre Trainer leaps forward, and 
with an elevator area that would pale the Spruce Goose to insignificance takes—off instantly ("You give it full up on take-off don 't 
you???) Screaming up at an angle of about 70 degrees the plane roars overhead, still giving it full up the plane is still at the familiar 
70 degree angle but now in a downward direction. There isn’t even enough time to pray, swear or whatever before there is a sud-
den silence and a sickening thud. A post mortem reveals major damage —engine bearers snapped and cracked balsa everywhere. 
As first flights go it would be nice to look back and have some fond memories but anything that lasts a few microseconds could 
hardly qualify.  
So it's back to the building board with another kit from our favourite supplier. 
"Never mind son, you'll soon get the hang of it" quips the salesman as he punches the cash register, "and besides you now have 
most: of the extras now, so you won 't have to purchase them again.” These kits must have sold in there thousands.  
Here we go again! Signal the helper, the same up elevator, but wait, the model is now flying with a mind of it's own and heading 
into the circle, suddenly bounding into the air in the all too familiar nose up attitude and climbing rapidly. Give it down control — 
no effect — press the panic button — still no effect — simple conclusion — stand and watch helplessly. As the lines dangle from 
the crazily pitching model completely out of control, still howling upwards then rolling on its back and spinning into the deck, just a 
few feet from our trembling pilot. Very spectacular — very destructive — very bloody terrifying but very good practise at rebuild-
ing (by this time we have learnt just to buy balsa sheets instead of a full kit).  
Third time lucky? But this time we have the services of an advisor who claims to have some experience in these matters.  
Remember, the type of advice I mentioned before as being a little on the questionable side? Well the plan quite clearly states that 
the model can be flown on 35 ft. lines and our advisor has told us that our previous lines were too long.  
“With shorter lines you always have more control”.  
It's so obvious why didn't we think of it.  
We have also made a sacrificial offering to the Great Aeromodelling God by means of a conflagration of all remains of the previous 
two attempts at the bottom of the garden and to placate mum, whose house is beginning to show a fine layer of balsa dust over 
everything. 
 
Signal the helper, here we go again. The Sabre Trainer leaps into the air in a steep climb. Quick down, quick now up, down, up, 

down, up, down, up, enough to put a school of porpoises to shame but miracle of miracles it steadies in a lap or two. Now sudden-

ly everything is becoming a blur. The plane is circulating at two seconds a lap (thanks to the short lines) and nobody mentioned 

giddiness as part of the equation.  

Round and round, up and down, round and round, which way is up? 

There is no sound now and up is the way the pilot is lying on the ground, struggling to regain some sense of equilibrium and over-

come a fuzzy feeling of nausea. Where is the plane? In it's usual state of readiness for sacrifice, a victim of the gyroscope!  

With experiences like these, many would-be fliers never got their wings and simply swept up the wreckage, wiped their hands of 

the whole business and took up stamp collecting where they left off.  

Was this all part of a big conspiracy? Had the CIA ordered the design of the Sabre Trainer and had ASIO infiltrated the staff at Hob-

byco and other model shops across Australia to ensure every budding beginner had a minimal chance of success? Remember they 

tried to ban Rock and Roll claiming it was the Devil's music, maybe so to aeromodelling was something nice boys shouldn't get 

involved with, what with all that nasty noise and evil smell, surely it couldn't be healthy.  

On the other hand, it is hard and unjust to try and appropriate any blame for these ubiquitous models that perhaps single handed-

ly turned many from our hobby. Probably the biggest contributor was the fact that model ling was still in its infancy in those days 

and we were very young and naive.  

All this is now consigned to history but as modellers who survived some of us are determined some 50 years later to construct and 

fly a Hearns Hobbies Sabre Trainer and prove that not only do they fly but we can also master them.  

At this stage I believe 6 models are under construction, to be unveiled and flown at the Christmas party. I for one did not make this 

suggestion but I am partly to blame because I was the first to agree to make one but even now I am beginning to think that this is 

masochism not modelling.  

See you at the Xmas party. 

(The original copy of this article was published in the KMFC Newsletter 2005. Author is unknown). 



COMBINED SPEED AND CLASSIC 

STUNT AT FRANKSTON 21-7-2019  

Our speed contest for the 14th was washed/blown out, in fact after we left there was a lake beside the circle 
with ducks swimming, so we planned to have it the following weekend. 

The weather was not good during the week and did not look promising on Sunday morning but we went anyway, well it turned out 
a great day, not much wind, in fact we even managed to fly Classic Stunt, and NO rain. 
The usual guys turned up to have some Fun. 
You will see by the results that Murray flew an extra entry, no we have not cloned him or his identical twin, he was flying some of 
the late Noel Wakes models that his brother Phil wanted to see fly again. Also Mark ## flew his OS CZ11 Class 1 on short lines again 
to practice pylon rotation in training for his FAI class so really Harry won the OS class! 
I flew both  my NR models, which are going slow, my fancy so called better one is slower than an old more basic one [moral is you 
don’t need a fancy NR to go fast] 
I still have my old No 1 resting. 
We flew Perky but as we only had 2 entrants we cannot get and average as winner is determined by closest to average.  
Paul Stein returned to fly, as he started the Perky class here, I used an old OS 15 diesel, not one of OS’s finest products, they per-
form better on E-BAY $$$. 
No one flew FAI for a change, they are having a rest?? Just out having fun, which is what it is all about.  
Does anyone know if Nelson plugs are still made, I have tried the guy that took over Nelsons stuff but got no answer, Steve Roth-
well had some but not now, we need about 100. 
Still looking for a TRANSITRACE unit, Harry contacted Goran Olsen, but he has sold all of his last batch and won’t do another run 
until there is enough interest to make a batch. He now has our club on the interested list.  
We have a few alternatives we are working on as getting one will help relieve our regular timekeepers Ron Savage and Phil Wake. 
Murray has nearly finished his Class 5 [.21] model with a Nova Rossi .21[what else] I did for someone ages ago. 
After speed we then flew classic stunt, we had 4 entrants, would have been 5 but Col Collyer pulled out with motor problems, may 
have had more but looking at the preceding weeks weather, Stunt would have been the last thing on your mind. 
That has always been the advantage of Frankston many time weather looks hopeless yet we have a great day. 
Robin Hiern. 
 
Combined Speed Results 
Pos Name   Class    Engine   Flight 1 Flight 2 Flight 3 Fastest Km/h  % 
1  R. Hiern  Class 1   Novarossi 12 16.31  16.68  16.72  16.31  220.72  98.22% 
2  M. Wilson 2 Class 1   Novarossi 12 17.33  17.28  17.63  17.28  208.33  92.71% 
3  M. ELLINS ## Class 1   OS CZ11 PS 17.42        17.42  206.66  91.96% 
4  M. Wilson 1 Class 1   OS 12 TZ  18.16  18.08  18.49  18.08  199.12  88.61% 
5  K. Hunting  1/2 A Proto For a   N.E.L  31.78  29.59  29.59  121.66  87.12% 
6  H. Bailey  Class 1   OS CZ11 PS 20.15  20.35     20.15  178.66  79.50% 
7  H. Bailey  Proto   Force 21  37.89  36.24     36.24  159.87  78.67% 
8  R. Hiern  Proto   Novarossi 28 NT               0.00% 
PERKY         
  P. Stein  PERKY   ???????  43.11  41.82  41.40  41.40  139.94  
  R. Hiern  PERKY   OS 15 Diesel 50.30        50.30  115.18  
 
Classic Stunt Results. Model/Engine   Points 
1st Murray Wilson  OS 35S/Nobler   613 
2nd Mark Ellins   ST46/Kittyhawk   564 
3rd Andrew Nugent  OS46LA/Nobler   548 
4th Harry Bailey   Double Star 40/Dolphin 485 



Editor note! Not all placings are shown due to lack 

of page space. 









As some of you already know I have taken over the man-
ufacturing of CL props for Supercool props. 
Email me for any enquiries / orders  
F2C , GY, Speed , Free Flight & other props available.  
Contact  Ian Thompson 
iandthompson@msn.com     mobile 0451085325  
Be considerate with phone calls. I am in WA & there is a 
time difference from Eastern States.  

I can now produce wings and tailplanes that are shaped on 
a Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) router and can 
be any planform and shaped with any section although I 
have my favourites. The finish and accuracy of these prod-
ucts has to be seen to be believed.  

They have laminated leading edge and reinforced front 
panel on the outboard wing for catching.  

Internal control grooves and bellcrank assembly are also 
part of the package. They are ready for glassing as sup-
plied. A shut-off actuator can be supplied as part of bell-
crank assembly if required.  

I can also supply spruce for leading/trailing edge etc. cut 
to any section size. 

I can be contacted via Facebook or  

Mobile 0404205562 

Ray Harvey 

Viko F2E RTF models X 6           $100.00 each 
F2D RTF lines          $12.50 
F2D engine mounts with bolts     $28.50 pair 
Line reels 153mm Dia        $10.00 
Thunder Tiger 20 glow. NIB      $50.00 
Enya CX11 (6 runs)         $150.00 
F2D black handles         $28.50 
Bladders F2D          $5.00 
Straight engine mounts F2E & 1/2 A   $25.00 
F2D shut-offs. (Alloy)        $42.00 
Fora tool x1           $28.50 
Taipan propellers         $4.50 each 
Combat  Streamers        $1.80 each 
2” Taipan Racing Wheels       $10.00 each 
1” thick Mylar Tape        $5.00 each 
 
 
Postage not included in above pricings.   
Contact:- Greg Nelson 0435757710. 

Speed pans for sale. 2cc size ($25) and 21 size. ($30) 
Also small amount of Nelson type T/R pans. ($25) 
All pans in the “as cast” state. Not finished.  
Andrew Nugent. andrew.n5@bigpond.com 

For Sale. 

New ½ A “Paw Print” Team Racer. Unflown. 

Built by Ray Harvey to suit Oliver Tiger Cub 

Model is immaculate 
as all Ray’s models 
are. 

Motor not included 
$500.  

Contact Roy Sum-
mersby 

Richard Ong has 4 or 5 F2C sets for sale. Zalp and 
Yugov if anyone is interested. 

You can contact him either on Facebook or through 
me if you are interested. 

Norm Kirton   normk@iinet.net.au 

2 x Ready to fly complete models for sale with engines. 

Built by Dennis Percival. 

Brodak Vector 40 

Thunderbird (Autographed by Bob Palmer) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If interested contact Bill Swan 02 9621 1140 

mailto:Andrew.n5@bigpond.com


U.S. Hard rock maple bearer wood, precision cut and ma-
chine sanded.  
Cost $4 each plus postage. All lengths 12"  
Sizes:  3/8"x3/8"  
 3/8"x1/2"  
 1/2"x1/2" 
Also, I now have a stock of 3/16" sq. and 1/4"sq rock ma-
ple spars.  
All spars are precision sanded with 150 grit. $4 each plus 
postage.  

TCA Italian glow plugs in Australia. 

I have for sale a large range of TCA glow plugs.  

TCA supply Luca Grossi the current F2A European champi-
on. 
There are std type 1/4x32 thread, Nelson style tapered 
seat with flat coils and the "turbo style" tapered seat. 

Italian made TCA Nelson type combat plugs arrived for 
those that might be interested, $8 each plus postage.  

email: aheath296@gmail.com  

Fora Junior engines.         $230 
 
Taipan propellers in stock. 
Flexible nylon (combat) 
7x4, 7x6, 7x6E, 8x4, 
8x4E, 8x6. 
Hard plastic. 7x6, 9x4 & 
9x6. 10x4, 10x6  
All props.            $4.50 each. 
(New) Taipan Metal Handle/Reel.     $69.00 each 
      Limited Stock 
Taipan free flight tanks including  
a free propeller of choice.       $17.50 
Combat Handles.F2D,F2E, Vintage Combat. $28.50 
Lines RTF            $12.50  
taipanprop@gmail.com 

Contact:- Greg Nelson 0435757710.  

MACCA'S MACHINING & MILLING SERVICES 

Tank Valves 

Filler Bottle Valves 
Shaft Extensions 
Engine Plates 
Venturis and threaded inserts and general machining. 
Phone 07 3288 9263 
Mobile  0402 295 370 

For Sale. 
38µ (micron) Mylar laminating film (heat activated adhe-
sive). 
Suitable for C/L combat models, great for F/F models.  
Even better with tissue doped over it for a 'vintage look' 
This is very close to the 'Oz Cover' that was sold by Saturn 
Hobbies many years ago. 
1m x 5m $20 + postage at cost. 
  
FMD@dodo.com.au 
 Danny Mz   mob # 0477224751 

ARALDITE ADHESIVES IN BULK PACKS 

24-hour Araldite in 1kg industrial pack - $70 (includes de-

livery in Australia) 

Fast-set Araldite in 1kg industrial pack - $70 (includes de-

livery in Australia) 

Contact: Tony Caselli 0419006571,  

heathton@bigpond.net.au 

Taipan propellers in the following sizes available:  
Flexible white nylon 7x6        $2.20 each.  
Small number of black (Glass Filled) 7x4 & 7x6 left  
             @ $2.50 each  
9x6 Black GF           $3.00 each  
10x4 Black GF           $3.50 each  
10x6 Black GF           $3.50 each  
+ letter post or parcel post rates depending on size & 
quantity ordered.  
Pure, first pressing Castor Oil:  
2.5 litre $28 +3 kg satchel Auspost price  
4.8 litre $50 +5 kg satchel Auspost price  
Pick up only 5lt castor oil price is $50 
Above prices inclusive of new container cost 
 
Premixed Diesel fuel in new  500 ml /1 lt steel containers 
$20 & $35 respectively  
Cannot post diesel fuel (i.e. dangerous goods) unless you 
can arrange with your own courier 
 
PayPal "gift payments" accepted  
Bank EFT deposits accepted.  
Cash accepted.  
PH Ken 0433 797 058 combtkid@hotmail.com 

21 speed project all items are new. 

CMB 21 has spare P/L & rod, OPS spinner, Darp pan  $250 

New Profi .049 plus spare P/L and rod.         $200 

Used  OS 40VRP has 40 PS drum valve,  

low EX time. excellent            $125 

New  K&B 29 FI plus new P/L          $125 

New  MDS 15 speed plus pipe         $100 

New  GO 28 X2           $100 the pair 

New STS 12 X2                $100 the  pair 

 

Contact  Wayne Wilson    whyzedman@hotmail.com 

mailto:aheath296@gmail.com
mailto:taipanprops@gmail.com
mailto:FMD@dodo.com.au
mailto:heathton@bigpond.net.au
mailto:whyzedman@hotmail.com
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